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what  we  mainly  use  ETL  for

Engagement/retention analytics

Data warehousing
Sessionizing

Experimenting

Recommendations and other fancy stuff.



Is  it  batch  or  streaming?

Almost always: start with batch
It is usually easier to restructure it as a streaming job later on

(although some technologies require different ways of seeing

the problem, such as using windowing on Apache Beam)



The  basics

Design. (make a guess)

Implement. (do the experiment)

Test. (does it seem to work)

Clean/Iterate

 

Automation comes later

 

"Never automate something that can be
eliminated, and never delegate something that
can be automated or streamlined." T. Ferriss



If it were easy what would it look like?
Use the 20/80 rule to filter

 
 

Before  you  start



Conventions  we  use  for  clarity

Common naming rules:

_table_name for temp tables

time_ prefix for timestamps

snake_case for naming data objects

Output table names takes user in mind

Documentation is necessary

 



what  we  want  to

know

cl ick
scrol l
share

How  many  people  read

the  article

per  day

what  we  can

observe

Document

What  tasks  do  and  how  the  output  is  generated  must  be  documented

otherwise  different  users  will  understand  i t  differently.

You  also  must  include  some  measure  of  both  bias  and  accuracy  for  the  user
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If  you  "do  not  have  the  time"  for  documenting  revisit  your  priorities.



More ETL practices that could be useful

Limit  how  much  data  gets  pulled  into  a  task

Even  more  important  i f  you 're  using  Airf low  and  Dataflow

 

Avoid  the  convoy  phenomenon  by  runnning  heavy  tasks  separatly

Restructure  the  job  i f  a  very  slow  task  makes  the  whole  pipeline  slower

 

Aim  for  Idempotency

Make  sure  you  avoid  side  effects  within  the  pipeline  as  much  as  possible

Make  sure  the  logic  of  your  transforms  is  versioned

See  your  output  table  partit ions  as  immutable  

 

Plan  for  backfill ing  because  i t  will  happen,  and  often



Airflow best practices
Use  the  DAG  context  Manager  to  avoid  running  into  mistakes  in  the

future.

Use  the  start  and  end  date  options.

Set  a  static  start  date  and  add  the  start  date  to  the  name  of  your  DAG .

This  is  important  because  a  dynamic  start  date  can  be  tr icky.  And  can

cause  fai lures  when  clearing  out  fai led  task  instances  and  missing  DAG

runs.

Put  your  config  variables  inside  a  JSON  variable  to  avoid  too  many  calls

to  the  DB.  

Generally  avoid  too  many  variables  for  the  same  previous  reason.

Store  your  dirty  secrets  as  Connections  NOT  as  variables. . .  seriously.

Use  Template  Fields  when  writ ing  custom  hooks  and  operators



More ressources and Airflow best practices

https://github.com/astronomer/airf low -

guides/blob/master/guides_ in_progress/apache_airf low/best -practices -guide.md

https://medium.com/datareply/airf low - lesser -known -t ips -tr icks -and -best -practises -

cf4d4a90f8f

https://github.com/astronomer/airflow-guides/blob/master/guides_in_progress/apache_airflow/best-practices-guide.md
https://medium.com/datareply/airflow-lesser-known-tips-tricks-and-best-practises-cf4d4a90f8f
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